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Introduction
EIICHI BANNAI AND PATRICK SOLE´
The idea of this special issue came to one of us (PS) whilst attending the conference ICAC97,
Hong Kong August 1997. Struck by the sad news of the untimely death of Franc¸ois Jaeger,
after a discussion with Michel Deza, he decided to dedicate a special issue of this journal
to the Algebraic Combinatorics part of Jaeger’s work: Tutte Polynomial, Knots Invariants,
Spin Models, Strongly Regular Graphs, Association Schemes. The interested reader should
look up Nomura’s paper in this volume as well as the papers by Jaeger [1, 2]. Particularly
important is [3], which he wrote in the hospital during his last few months. Franc¸ois was full
of mathematical ideas up to the very last moments of his life. We are sad that many ideas are
gone with him. Reference [3] is a testament paper where he aims to deliver what he had in
mind, knowing that he did not have much longer to live. We believe that the reader will draw
inspiration from reading his papers. Another Jaeger volume, regarding his work in general
will be published by Annales de l’Institut Fourier.
The theme of Algebraic Combinatorics in his work had been nurtured by his several visits
to Japan in 1992, 1993 and 1994 (when he stayed for three months at Kyoto’s RIMS), his joint
work with many Japanese mathematicians (EB, Etsuko Bannai, Kazumasa Nomura, Makoto
Matsumoto) and his discussions with many others. It was therefore natural to join forces with
EB to edit this issue. We wish to thank the referees of these series of articles and also Pierre
Rosenstiehl for his help in dealing with the publisher.
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